
Blood on the Water 
Mage Knight 2004 Storyline Event A 

 
Overall Background 
When a prominent Atlantean warlord in the service of Emperor Nujarek is ordered to reclaim the 
Magestone mines at Ashon Rye, it is only a matter of time before Elemental spies in Atlantis learn of the 
plan and send word of the mission. Although the Freeholders are largely occupied battling the invading 
Crusaders, the breakaway Wylden Host subfaction sends one of their best warriors, the powerful sorceress 
Emerald, to answer the call. If Warlord Ahzan, a prominent member of the Surok warrior-mage school, 
successfully gains control of Ashon Rye, the amount of damage the Atlantean strip-mines will cause to the 
Land will be incalculable.  
 
Battle Background 
The first battle of this quest campaign takes place along the shores of the River Kaiten north of Fairhaven, 
where the Wylden Host must attack the Atlantean base camp and destroy as many of their Magestone 
golems and mining devices as possible. Although the Atlanteans are expecting resistance, they will need to 
fight wisely to protect their precious equipment from Elemental saboteurs. 
 
Objective: The player who controls the most objectives at the end of the game wins. 
 
Army Size        Battlefield Map: (Scale: 1″=10″) 
300-point armies; three actions per turn. No titans or 
multiple-dial warriors are allowed. One player 
represents the Wylden Host, and he or she must have 
at least one warrior from the Elemental Freeholds 
faction in his or her army to begin the game. The 
other player represents the Atlantean Empire, and he 
or she must have at least one warrior from the 
Atlantean Empire faction in his or her army to begin 
the game. 
 
Time Limit: 45 minutes 
 
Rules Set: Mage Knight 
 
Preparing the Battlefield 
Set up terrain per the battlefield map. No additional 
terrain features or castle sections are placed. Place the 
center objective token as indicated by the black dot.  
The other two objective tokens are placed per the standard rules. 
 
Victory Conditions: Score victory points per the standard rules. 
 
Story Results: Whichever side wins will control the banks of the Roa Kaiten. 
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